B diffusion in implanted Ni$_2$Si and NiSi layers
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B diffusion in implanted Ni$_2$Si and NiSi layers has been studied using secondary ion mass spectrometry, and compared to B redistribution profiles obtained after the reaction of a Ni layer on a B-implanted Si(001) substrate, in same annealing conditions (400–550 °C). B diffusion appears faster in Ni$_2$Si than in NiSi. The B solubility limit is larger than $10^{21}$ atom cm$^{-3}$ in Ni$_2$Si, while it is $\sim 3 \times 10^{19}$ atom cm$^{-3}$ in NiSi. The solubility limit found in NiSi is in agreement with the plateau observed in B profiles measured in NiSi after the reaction of Ni on B-implanted Si. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3303988]

The silicide NiSi is currently used in microelectronics to create metallic contacts on devices,$^{1,3}$ especially in the 65 and 45 nm transistor technologies. NiSi is also considered for fully silicided gate applications$^{4,5}$ and is the best candidate for 32 and 22 nm technology processes. Nevertheless, several difficulties need to be addressed in order to improve the integration of NiSi in the fabrication processes.$^7$ For example, the encroachment phenomenon$^1$ still decreases transistor production yield in the smaller technologies. As the surface area and thickness of NiSi layers are greatly decreasing in the future microelectronic structures, the contact quality can be deteriorated.$^9$ Several routes are investigated in order to deal with this problem.$^{9,10}$ Among them, the control of the dopant distribution in the NiSi layer and at its interface with silicon may play an important role in improving the electrical contact quality.$^5,11$ Furthermore, as the lateral sizes of the device doped regions are also decreasing, the doping levels in Si are generally at maximum. Consequently, dopant behaviors during processes, such as diffusion, segregation, and clustering, need to be well controlled to assure good device performances.$^7,14$ NiSi contacts are produced using the salicide process.$^{15}$ They result from the reaction of a Ni layer on Si that is usually highly doped (source, drain, and gate). In this process, a Ni$_2$Si layer is formed and consumed before to form the NiSi layer of interest.$^{16}$ In order to reduce the lateral diffusion of nickel, the salicidation process is usually performed using two rapid thermal annealing (RTA) steps. A low temperature RTA ($\sim 300$ °C) is first performed to form Ni$_2$Si. Then, the unreacted nickel is removed before a second RTA performed at about 450 °C, during which Ni$_2$Si is transformed into NiSi. It is thus important to study dopant diffusion and stability in both Ni$_2$Si and NiSi layers in order to understand their role on process defects and contact failure, as well as to understand and control their final distribution in the NiSi layer, which is in contact with both doped Si and the first level metal.

In this article, we describe experiments allowing better understanding of B redistribution during the salicide process on B-doped Si. Three following samples were produced: two samples were made for B diffusion studies either in Ni$_2$Si or in NiSi, and one sample was made to observe B redistribution resulting from the sequential formation of Ni$_2$Si and NiSi. The first two samples consisted of either a 250 nm-thick polycrystalline Ni$_2$Si layer or a 180 nm-thick polycrystalline NiSi layer located between two Si oxide layers, the thickness of the surface oxide being 20 nm and the thickness of the oxide separating the silicides from the Si(001) substrate being 30 nm. These silicides were produced through the reaction of a Ni layer deposited at room temperature by magnetron sputtering on a Si layer grown by low pressure chemical vapor deposition at 550 °C on the 30 nm-thick oxide (see Ref. 17 for the description of sample fabrication and of silicide grain size stabilization procedures). A $5 \times 10^{15}$ atom cm$^{-2}$ B dose was implanted in these two silicide layers through the 20 nm-thick Si oxide layer with a beam energy of 18 and 20 keV in NiSi and Ni$_2$Si, respectively. Doping conditions were targeted in order to confine the entire boron dose within the top half of the silicide layer. The last sample consisted of a 70 nm-thick Ni layer deposited at room temperature by magnetron sputtering on a Si(001) substrate previously implanted with a B dose of $1 \times 10^{15}$ atom cm$^{-2}$ using a beam energy of 10 keV. Before Ni deposition, the B-implanted Si substrate was annealed at 1050 °C for 30 s in order to activate the dopant. Pieces of these three samples were annealed all together either at 400, 450, 500, or 550 °C for 1 h under vacuum ($\sim 10^{-7}$ Torr). For these annealing conditions, the reaction of the 70 nm-thick Ni layer on the B-implanted Si substrate gives, at the end of the thermal treatments, a single NiSi layer in contact with Si. B concentration profiles were measured in the samples by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using a 3 kV Cs$^+$ ion primary beam.

Figure 1 presents the B SIMS profiles measured in the Ni$_2$Si layer after implantation, as well as after a following annealing at 400, 450, 500, or 550 °C for 1 h. The profiles measured after annealing correspond to the well known type B diffusion kinetic regime in polycrystalline layers.$^{17-19}$ The
diffusion profiles can be divided in two parts. A region close
to the surface mainly depends on B diffusion in the NiSi
grains (bulk or lattice diffusion), it corresponds to the
decrease and the broadening of the initial Gaussian distribution.
A deeper region essentially depends on B diffusion in the
Ni2Si grain boundaries (GBs), it corresponds to the deep
linear part of the profile. For every annealing temperature, all
the atoms from the initial distribution are able to diffuse
either in the grains or in the GBs, showing that the B solu-
bility limit in Ni2Si is larger than the maximum concentra-
tion of the B implant, i.e., larger than $10^{21}$ atom cm$^{-3}$. In-
deed, dopant atoms contained in clusters are usually not
mobile.$^{19–21}$ If part of B atoms would have formed clusters,
part of the B SIMS profiles would not change despite anneal-
ing. The B profiles are very similar for the four thermal
measures. The B thermal redistribution is more complex in NiSi
after implantation and after the same four thermal treat-
ments. At each temperature, B GB diffusion is fast
enough to achieve a flat B concentration profile in GBs after 1 h
annealing. The main difference between the four profiles
comes from the profile part corresponding to bulk diffusion.
The diffusion in the Ni$_2$Si grains is stronger at higher tem-
perature, but one notice that annealing at 400 °C for 1 h
leads to an important flattening of the initial Gaussian distribu-
tion already, showing that the B lattice diffusion in Ni$_2$Si
is already quite important at 400 °C.

Figure 2 shows the B concentration profiles measured in
NiSi after implantation and after the same four thermal treat-
ments. The B thermal redistribution is more complex in NiSi
than in Ni$_2$Si, as it cannot be understood considering the
diffusion phenomenon only. The B profiles can be divided in
three following parts: I, II, and III in Fig. 2. In region I, we
observe B diffusion from the bulk to the NiSi/SiO$_2$ interface.
This phenomenon can be due to B segregation at this inter-
face. A similar B accumulation at the Ni$_2$Si/SiO$_2$ interface is
also observed in Fig. 1. In region II, a new Gaussian-type B
distribution appears as annealing temperature increases. This
Gaussian has a smaller width than the initial Gaussian distri-
bution, and its center is about 20 nm deeper in the NiSi layer
than the initial distribution center. Its width decreases be-
tween the 400 and the 450 °C treatments, while it is about
the same for higher annealing temperatures (right part of the
Gaussian). The B atoms from this part of the profile are
immobile during the heat treatments. Generally, this behavior
corresponds to the formation of B clusters for concentration
above solubility.$^{19–21}$ The fact that the B cluster distribution
follows a Gaussian distribution suggests that B cluster
formation may result from heterogeneous nucleation on
implantation-induced defects. B diffusion as well as B accu-
cumulation at the NiSi/SiO$_2$ interface are observed in region
III. In the four SIMS profiles obtained after annealing, B
atoms are mobile for concentration lower than $\sim 3 
\times 10^{19}$ atom cm$^{-3}$ only. Because diffusion occurs in a poly-
crystalline layer, two slopes can be observed in the diffusion
profiles in region III.$^{18}$ For clarity, Fig. 3 presents only the
B concentration profile measured in NiSi after annealing
at 500 °C for 1 h. Two slopes are observed in region III.
The first one is the signature of B lattice diffusion in NiSi
(between 97 and 130 nm), while the second is related
to GB diffusion (between 130 and 175 nm). Thus 3
$\times 10^{19}$ atom cm$^{-3}$ corresponds to the solubility limit of B in
NiSi.$^{19–21}$ We notice that, at that temperature, the B GB dif-
fusivity is high as the profile is flat in GBs. However, compar-
ing the B diffusion profiles obtained in Ni$_2$Si (Fig. 1) and
NiSi (Fig. 2) under the same annealing conditions, B dif-
fusion seems to be faster in Ni$_2$Si than in NiSi, as, for example,
at 400 °C, the B profile is flat in Ni$_2$Si while it exhibits an
obvious negative slope in NiSi.

Figure 4 presents the SIMS profiles measured in NiSi
after the reaction of 70 nm of Ni on a B-implanted Si(001)
substrate. The Si and Ni SIMS profiles are also shown. For
clearly, the profile measured after annealing at 550 °C is not
presented in Fig. 4, as it is superimposed with the profile
measured at 500 °C. The B profile measured in the sample
before annealing (70 nm Ni/B-doped Si) has been added to
this figure, despite that the comparison of this initial distri-
bution to the one observed in NiSi is highly questionable due
to density differences between Ni, Ni$_2$Si, NiSi, and Si and
the redistribution effects. Three regions can be observed in
Fig. 4. Region I corresponds to the NiSi layer and region III
corresponds to the Si substrate. The region II is located be-
tween NiSi and Si. In this region, the Ni concentration
decreases and the Si concentration increases, but the slopes of
the Ni and Si signals contain usual SIMS artifacts.$^{22,23}$ that

FIG. 1. B SIMS profiles measured in NiSi after the implantation of
$5 \times 10^{15}$ B atom cm$^{-2}$, and after annealing at 400, 450, 500, or 550 °C for
1 h.

FIG. 2. B SIMS profiles measured in NiSi after the implantation of
$5 \times 10^{15}$ B atom cm$^{-2}$, and after annealing at 400, 450, 500, or 550 °C for
1 h.

FIG. 3. B SIMS profile measured in NiSi after the implantation of
$5 \times 10^{15}$ B atom cm$^{-2}$, and after annealing at 500 °C for 1 h.

FIG. 4. Region I corresponds to the NiSi layer and region III
and the redistribution effects. Three regions can be observed in
Fig. 4. Region I corresponds to the NiSi layer and region III
Corresponds to the Si substrate. The region II is located be-
tween NiSi and Si. In this region, the Ni concentration
decreases and the Si concentration increases, but the slopes of
the Ni and Si signals contain usual SIMS artifacts that

also observed in Fig. 1. In region II, a new Gaussian-type B
distribution appears as annealing temperature increases. This
Gaussian has a smaller width than the initial Gaussian distri-
bution, and its center is about 20 nm deeper in the NiSi layer
than the initial distribution center. Its width decreases be-
tween the 400 and the 450 °C treatments, while it is about
the same for higher annealing temperatures (right part of the
Gaussian). The B atoms from this part of the profile are
immobile during the heat treatments. Generally, this behavior
corresponds to the formation of B clusters for concentration
above solubility.$^{19–21}$ The fact that the B cluster distribution
follows a Gaussian distribution suggests that B cluster
formation may result from heterogeneous nucleation on
implantation-induced defects. B diffusion as well as B accu-
cumulation at the NiSi/SiO$_2$ interface are observed in region
III. In the four SIMS profiles obtained after annealing, B
atoms are mobile for concentration lower than $\sim 3 
\times 10^{19}$ atom cm$^{-3}$ only. Because diffusion occurs in a poly-
crystalline layer, two slopes can be observed in the diffusion
profiles in region III.$^{18}$ For clarity, Fig. 3 presents only the
B concentration profile measured in NiSi after annealing
at 500 °C for 1 h. Two slopes are observed in region III.
The first one is the signature of B lattice diffusion in NiSi
(between 97 and 130 nm), while the second is related
to GB diffusion (between 130 and 175 nm). Thus 3
$\times 10^{19}$ atom cm$^{-3}$ corresponds to the solubility limit of B in
NiSi.$^{19–21}$ We notice that, at that temperature, the B GB dif-
fusivity is high as the profile is flat in GBs. However, compar-
ing the B diffusion profiles obtained in Ni$_2$Si (Fig. 1) and
NiSi (Fig. 2) under the same annealing conditions, B dif-
fusion seems to be faster in Ni$_2$Si than in NiSi, as, for example,
at 400 °C, the B profile is flat in Ni$_2$Si while it exhibits an
obvious negative slope in NiSi.
FIG. 4. (Color online) B SIMS profiles measured in NiSi after the reaction of a 70 nm-thick Ni layer on a B-implanted Si(001) substrate at 400, 450, or 500 °C for 1 h. The Ni and Si profiles corresponding to the 550 °C annealing are also shown (solid lines), as well as the initial B profile measured in the sample before annealing (dashed line).

prevent definitive conclusion regarding whether the B maximum concentration is in the substrate, at the NiSi/Si interface or in a real Ni-Si mixed layer. However, transmission electron microscopy has shown that the NiSi/Si interface is usually quite abrupt.24 Furthermore, B diffusion should not occur in the Si substrate in our annealing conditions,25 while it should be observable in NiSi, since the Si substrate is monocrystalline and the NiSi layer is polycrystalline. Thus, part of region II is probably located in the Si substrate. Considering the atomic densities of Ni, Si, and NiSi, the consumption of 70 nm of Ni should produce a ~153 nm-thick NiSi layer, which gives a NiSi/Si interface located close to the B concentration peak. The profiles measured after annealing at 400 and 450 °C show a similar step in the B profile. One can notice that this step is located approximately in the middle of the NiSi layer, which corresponds to the initial location of NiSi nucleation, since NiSi grows at the two Ni2Si/NiSi and NiSi/Si interfaces. Furthermore, an important B surface segregation is observed in the profiles. This step in the B profiles can be understood considering the observations made in the implanted silicide layers (Figs. 1–3). Indeed, several stages can be expected during the sequential phase formation process. (i) During Ni2Si growth, B can diffuse from the bulk to the Ni/Ni2Si/Si interface (or to the surface), because of fast B diffusion in Ni2Si and due to interface segregation. This phenomenon drains the B atoms from the Ni2Si layer, while increases B concentration at the surface (left part of SIMS profiles). This mechanism could be altered if the Ni film would be capped by a nonreacting layer changing B segregation properties. (ii) NiSi nucleates at the Ni2Si/Si interface. (iii) During NiSi growth, despite that B can continue to diffuse in the consumed Ni2Si layer up to the surface, the B profile in NiSi should not be drastically changed in the left side of the profiles (Ni2Si/NiSi interface growth), as the B concentration is lower than the B solubility in NiSi. In contrast, in the right part of the B profiles (NiSi/Si interface growth), B redistribution can result from the snow plow effect.26 Furthermore, the B amount plowed away during this stage could result also from B segregation or a former snow plow effect at the Ni2Si/Si interface. At 500 and 550 °C, the step becomes a plateau that goes through the entire NiSi layer up to the surface. NiSi formation occurs generally at about 250 °C.16 Consequently, B redistribution follows two following stages during our annealing: (i) the B distribution is modified during the phase formations and (ii) B diffuses once the NiSi layer is formed. After the formation of the step in the B profile in NiSi, B should diffuse in the NiSi polycrystalline layer at a maximum concentration equal to its solubility limit. This is in agreement with the results obtained at 500 and 550 °C. The fact that the profiles are the same at 500 and 550 °C supports the idea that B has reached an equilibrium limit. Furthermore, the plateau concentration is found at about ~3 × 1019 atom cm−3, which confirms the B solubility limit determined from Fig. 2.

In conclusion, B redistribution in implanted Ni2Si and NiSi layers has been studied and compared to B redistribution during the reaction of a Ni film deposited on a B-implanted Si(001) substrate, in same annealing conditions. B diffusion seems faster in Ni2Si than in NiSi. After annealing, cluster formation has not been observed in Ni2Si for B concentration as high as 1021 atom cm−3. In contrast, B clusters formed in the NiSi layer, giving a B solubility limit of about 3 × 1019 atom cm−3 (400–550 °C). For the highest annealing temperatures, the B plateau observed in the concentration profiles measured in NiSi after the reaction of the Ni layer with the B-implanted Si substrate can be explained by B diffusion in NiSi up to its solubility limit.